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Problem solvingProblem solving
Many activities of humans and robots involve Many activities of humans and robots involve 
planning and problem solvingplanning and problem solving

Classical research area in cognitive Classical research area in cognitive 
psychologypsychology

Information processing theory Information processing theory (Newell & Simon, 1972)   [1](Newell & Simon, 1972)   [1]

Emphasized search and heuristics (meansEmphasized search and heuristics (means--ends ends 
analysis)analysis)



Cognitive models of Cognitive models of 
problem solvingproblem solving

Current computational modelsCurrent computational models
Largely symbolic (e.g., SOAR, ACTLargely symbolic (e.g., SOAR, ACT--R)R)

New model: reinforcementNew model: reinforcement--learning basedlearning based
(Sutton & Barto, 1998) (Sutton & Barto, 1998) [2][2]



Research questionsResearch questions
Can reinforcementCan reinforcement--based systems learn based systems learn 
complex problem solving tasks?complex problem solving tasks?

Does limiting exploration improve Does limiting exploration improve 
performance?performance?

Comparing humans and modelsComparing humans and models
Can models capture human accuracy?Can models capture human accuracy?
Can they model human biases?Can they model human biases?



Why reinforcement learning models?Why reinforcement learning models?
Compatibility between reinforcement Compatibility between reinforcement 
learning and information processing theorylearning and information processing theory

States, transitions, constraints States, transitions, constraints 
BBiologically plausibleiologically plausible

SARSASARSA--like mechanisms using the basal like mechanisms using the basal 
ganglia, dopamine and the striatum       ganglia, dopamine and the striatum       [3, 4, 5][3, 4, 5]

Previous successes Previous successes 
Psychology: classical & operant conditioningPsychology: classical & operant conditioning
Machine learning: Backgammon  Machine learning: Backgammon  [6][6]



Gizmo problem solving taskGizmo problem solving task
Find, with Find, with three uses of a scalethree uses of a scale, the one gizmo that is either , the one gizmo that is either 

heavierheavier or or lighter lighter than the rest of a set of 12 gizmosthan the rest of a set of 12 gizmos



Task Analysis for humans

Current labels

Sub-Task 1: Selection (Determine which gizmos to weigh)

Use scale (do a weighing)

Sub-task 2: Update labels (Keep track of weight 
hypotheses)

Initial State (all gizmos labelled as Unknown)

Solution found? 

3 weighings used?

Yes

No

Correct? 
Yes

Success 

No

Yes

Failure 

No

Guess 



Problem characteristicsProblem characteristics

24 cases to discriminate 24 cases to discriminate (12 gizmos x 2 weights)(12 gizmos x 2 weights)

Success criterionSuccess criterion
Problem solved when strategy yields 100% Problem solved when strategy yields 100% 
accuracy accuracy –– reliable solution of all casesreliable solution of all cases
SubSub--optimal solutions involve guessingoptimal solutions involve guessing
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Search spaceSearch space

6 187 states6 187 states

5 671 402 selection actions5 671 402 selection actions

Average of 916 selection actions per stateAverage of 916 selection actions per state



Human performanceHuman performance

Completed an average of 17.0 trials in 30 Completed an average of 17.0 trials in 30 
minutesminutes (Dandurand, Bowen & Shultz, 2004)  [7](Dandurand, Bowen & Shultz, 2004)  [7]

Accuracy (proportion of correct answers) = Accuracy (proportion of correct answers) = 
59.0% 59.0% (Dandurand, Bowen & Shultz, 2004)  [7](Dandurand, Bowen & Shultz, 2004)  [7]

No one found an optimal solution within 30 No one found an optimal solution within 30 
minutes (never found the critical step)minutes (never found the critical step)



Reinforcement learning modelReinforcement learning model

Algorithm for learning expected rewardsAlgorithm for learning expected rewards

Reward structureReward structure

Method to select an actionMethod to select an action

System to generate expected rewardsSystem to generate expected rewards



Model simplificationsModel simplifications

Learn selection subtask onlyLearn selection subtask only
If learning two tasks (selection and update) at the If learning two tasks (selection and update) at the 
same time, solution is a moving targetsame time, solution is a moving target
Assume an ideal agent for update taskAssume an ideal agent for update task

Only consider weighings with equal numbers Only consider weighings with equal numbers 
of gizmos on the two sides of the scaleof gizmos on the two sides of the scale

Humans: equal weighings 98.6% of trialsHumans: equal weighings 98.6% of trials



Learning expected rewardsLearning expected rewards

SARSA    (sSARSA    (stt, a, att, r, rt+1t+1, s, st+1t+1, a, at+1t+1)   )   (Sutton & Barto, 1998)  [2](Sutton & Barto, 1998)  [2]

Q(sQ(stt,a,att)) Q(sQ(stt,a,att)+)+αα[r[rt+1t+1++γγQ(sQ(st+1t+1,a,at+1t+1))--Q(sQ(stt,a,att)])]
Q is the predicted rewardQ is the predicted reward
s is a state, a is an action, r is a rewards is a state, a is an action, r is a reward
indices t and t+1 are used for current and next indices t and t+1 are used for current and next 
states and actions respectivelystates and actions respectively
αα is the learning rateis the learning rate (0.5)(0.5)
γγ is the discount factoris the discount factor (1.0)(1.0)



Task analysis for model

Current labels

Sub-Task 1: Selection (Determine which gizmos to weigh)

Use scale (do a weighing)

Sub-task 2: Update labels (Keep track of weight 
hypotheses)

Initial State (all gizmos labelled as Unknown)

Solution found? 

3 weighings used?

Yes

No

Correct? 
Yes

Success: +1

No

Yes

Failure:  -2

No

Guess: -1



Action selection methodAction selection method

Used a modified Softmax methodUsed a modified Softmax method
Softmax: Softmax: higher expected value higher expected value higher higher 
probability of taking actionprobability of taking action
Keep only the Keep only the nn best actions (with highest best actions (with highest 
predicted rewards) from a given statepredicted rewards) from a given state

≈≈ Working memoryWorking memory
Number of active elementsNumber of active elements



Computation of Computation of 
expected rewardsexpected rewards

LookLook--up tableup table
Search space too largeSearch space too large

Why use function approximator?Why use function approximator?
Ability to generalizeAbility to generalize
Cognitively plausibleCognitively plausible



Function approximatorFunction approximator

Used cascade correlation neural networks Used cascade correlation neural networks 
(Fahlman, 1990)   (Fahlman, 1990)   [8][8]

Constructive neural networksConstructive neural networks
Recruit hidden units to increase computational Recruit hidden units to increase computational 
powerpower

State s Action a

Q(s,a)

Cascade correlation 
neural network

Inputs

Output

Expected reward Expected reward 
for taking for taking 
action action aa in state in state ss



Experiment 1: Working memoryExperiment 1: Working memory

Varied number of actions used in Softmax Varied number of actions used in Softmax 
((≈≈ working memory size)working memory size)

n=1 (Hardmax), 3, 5 and 10n=1 (Hardmax), 3, 5 and 10
Estimates of human working memory Estimates of human working memory 
capacitycapacity

7 +/7 +/-- 22 (Miller, 1956) (Miller, 1956) [9][9]

4 +/4 +/-- 1   1   (Cowan, 2000)(Cowan, 2000) [10][10]



Results Results –– Working memoryWorking memory

Working 
memory 

size

Networks 
trained to 
success 
(out of 

20)

Successful networks 
(100% accuracy)

Unsuccessful networks 
(no solution found in within 10000 

epochs or 100 recruits)

Mean 
recruits

Mean 
epochs

Mean 
recruits 

Mean 
reward 

Mean 
accuracy 

1 0 N/A N/A 12.5 -2.9 0.44
3 14 16.4 1473 18.5 3 0.56
5 19 19.2 1537 31 -2 0.46
10 7 25.6 4350 71.4 -5.8 0.38

Too few actionsToo few actions: stuck in local reward maximum: stuck in local reward maximum
Too many actionsToo many actions: gets lost searching for solution: gets lost searching for solution
OptimalOptimal: compatible with working memory size estimates: compatible with working memory size estimates



Experiment 2: Human vs. modelExperiment 2: Human vs. model

Reinforcement model Reinforcement model (working memory size = 5)(working memory size = 5)

Training Accuracy   M  (sd) Selection complexity
M  (sd)

Human 17.0 trial 0.59   (0.49) 2.24   (0.31)

Model 1 epoch 
(24 episodes)

0.21 (0.07) 2.63 (0.37)

Less accurate than humansLess accurate than humans F(1,39) = 70.8, p < 0.001F(1,39) = 70.8, p < 0.001

More complex More complex F(1,38) = 17.2, p < 0.001F(1,38) = 17.2, p < 0.001



Average accuracy (20 networks)Average accuracy (20 networks)
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Experiment 3: Simplicity biasExperiment 3: Simplicity bias

Humans prefer simple solutions  Humans prefer simple solutions  
(Dandurand, Shultz & Onishi, 2007)     [11](Dandurand, Shultz & Onishi, 2007)     [11]

PrePre--trained model to prefer simplicitytrained model to prefer simplicity

Penalized selection complexityPenalized selection complexity

Q Q penalized penalized = Q = Q init init –– 0.25 x complexity index0.25 x complexity index



Selection complexitySelection complexity

Accuracy   M  (sd) Selection complexity
M  (sd)

Human 0.59   (0.49) 2.24   (0.31)

Model with no bias 0.21   (0.07) 2.63 (0.37)



Selection complexitySelection complexity

PrePre--trained networks captured human bias for trained networks captured human bias for 
simplicitysimplicity

No effect on model accuracyNo effect on model accuracy

Accuracy   M  (sd) Selection complexity
M  (sd)

Human 0.59   (0.49) 2.24   (0.31)

Model with bias 0.21   (0.03) 2.29 (0.36)

Model with no bias 0.21   (0.07) 2.63 (0.37)



Results Results –– SummarySummary
ReinforcementReinforcement--based models can learn based models can learn 
the Gizmo problem solving taskthe Gizmo problem solving task

Intermediate range of exploration was Intermediate range of exploration was 
optimaloptimal

Comparing humans and modelsComparing humans and models
Models are less accurate than humansModels are less accurate than humans
Models capture human simplicity biasModels capture human simplicity bias



Why are humans more accurate Why are humans more accurate 
than models?than models?

Reasoning and mental rehearsingReasoning and mental rehearsing
Humans can mentally play alternative actionsHumans can mentally play alternative actions
Models need to explore moreModels need to explore more

Richer reward structureRicher reward structure
Humans probably monitor distance to goal Humans probably monitor distance to goal ––
use closeness to goal as a rewarduse closeness to goal as a reward
Evidence found in Think aloud protocols pilot Evidence found in Think aloud protocols pilot 
studystudy



ExplorationExploration
Models may need to explore more than Models may need to explore more than 
humans because models use no reasoning humans because models use no reasoning 
and have access to poorer reward structureand have access to poorer reward structure

Exploration example (1st weighing)



Next stepsNext steps

What cognitive mechanisms do What cognitive mechanisms do 
humans use?humans use?

Think aloud protocolsThink aloud protocols

Computational modelsComputational models
Reasoning: TDReasoning: TD--leaf leaf ((Baxter, Tridgell & Weaver, 1998)  [12]Baxter, Tridgell & Weaver, 1998)  [12]

DistanceDistance--Based Rewards (DBR) Based Rewards (DBR) 
Implement meansImplement means--ends analysisends analysis
Use closeness to goal as rewardUse closeness to goal as reward



Take home messagesTake home messages

Humans use more than only rewards Humans use more than only rewards 

ReinforcementReinforcement--based system are based system are 
promising for modeling human problem promising for modeling human problem 
solvingsolving



Thank you !Thank you !
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